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An Introduction
Professor E. Mphahlele.
It is public knowledge that most African teachers fight shy of
teaching poetry today.
Without doubt this is because we as
teachers have ourselves had lit t le or no guidance at school and
at College in the understanding and appreciation of poetry.
Or
else our teachers gave us the kind of "guidance" they were con fident was right.
In later years we came to know that it was
totally wrong, at best inadequate,
A personal experience
I
was taught literature in Junior Certificate by English women .
They merely read the stuff aloud to us, and we memorized it
privately in the process of bracing ourselves up to face the
duel with the examiner.
We'd fix him up, we thought, the bladder
filling up with the juices of fear at the same time.
I was on
my own in Matric and simply cont i nued with the old private strategies,
I often wonder whether the Joint Matriculation Board
examiners were undemanding or simply realized that we could compensate for the poor performance in the poetry section with better
answers in the rest of the examination: prose and drama and language.
Who knows with examiners?
It was only when I studied
English under UNISA that a great dawn broke upon my little dark
world.
I did everything I could to make up for all I had been
deprived of in my earlier schooling.
I was able to give much
more of my real re-educated self to the Matric students I was
teaching during my degree s t udies and after.
When I proceeded to
teach in other parts of Africa I found myself inquiring further
into the origins and meaning of poetry, so that I might better
guide students towards fuller comprehension and appreciation.
These students came from a diversity of ethnic cultures in West
Africa, East Africa, Central Africa, all with a corresponding
variety of backgrounds in the understanding of English.
It was
a formidable but stimulating challenge .
I have learned over the years that even students whose first
language i s English, such as those in the United States where I
taught, came to university utterly ill-equipped to deal with
poetic criticism.
High school teaching falls short of the requirements in the basic knowledge of what poetry is meant to do
to and for the reader.
Those who meet good teachers do learn
the techniques of criticism from the master, can apply them
skilfully, even with intelligence.
But left to themselves,
the students cannot say clearly and honestly why they like the
particular poem they say appeals to them.
So again a process of
re-education, more often self-education, must begin at university.
Luckily, the students arelearning something in a rirst language,
and also they have been exposed to poetry right from their primary
school days.
They are surrounded by a great variety of teaching
aids like television, stage
p l ays, libraries, writers' workshops,
where constderable apprenticeship is carried out.
We enjoy none of these advantages in Africa.
Johannesburg with
its groups of youngsters who meet to talk and read their poetry
and prose is an exception.
And this is an extramural activity.
In school, poetry is still badly taught, and in any case only few
individuals in any community feel the impulse to write or want to
write,
Most of us only need and want to understand and appreciate
literature.
We Africans acquire education the painfully hard way.
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There is no cause for complacency if we get there: the number of
casualties is appalling.
Nor should we believe that because
students abroad also come to college with deficiencies we cannot
be worse off after all.
No. We have still to make up for a
whole lost generation.
Because English was not our sole medium
of instruction from Std. 2 upwards as used to be the case before
the middle 'fifties. We lack school libraries; we are illequipped as teachers.
We have to educate ourselves. This is
a desperate urgency.
We can do it if we are serious ~nough,
We can still learn the origins and meaning of literature and devise techniques of passing on our knowledge to our students.
Just as so many of us have had to do while studying privately
for one degree or another.
Let's begin now. Even though the
teacher is expected to know more than the students, in a sense
he develops alongside with them.
They can teach him better ways
of guiding them if he is sensitive.
If he opens up to them, they
can take him into their confidence .
If this occurs he will find
it easier to acknowledge to them that he cannot answer a particular question from the class outright and has to go and do research first.
I suggest the following technique of teaching
poetry, with this understanding :
that the teacher can improve
on it, seek other ways to reinforce or modify the technique.
Most of the students will not have read poetry before Form 3 an added disadvantage.
All the more reason that the technique
should be worth trying.
So back to what I said earlier (para. 3)
about my search for the origins and meaning of poetry.
We the
teachers should become thoroughly acquainted with the origins
and meaning of this literary item . we are going to teach.
We
should then lead the students into our newly - acquired knowledge.
Let us begin
Poetry began as the spoken and not as the written word.
This
applies to the poetry of all the peoples of the world.
Listen
to the metaphor of African speech, to the proverbs, to the lyrics
of our songs, to the praises sung and recited to kings and other
rulers, to warriors, to the bridegroom .
All these contain poetry.
Let us begih with metaphor.
We use metaphor whenever we want to
be taken seriously, whenever we want our words to register on the
listener and be remembered.
Even when we are being humorous. At
weddings, funerals, family reunions, in the ruler's courtyard,
we hear particularly concentrated sessions of metaphorical language. What does a metaphor do?
Basically, we give a thing or
idea a name that belongs to something else in order to clarify
or illuminate the original.
In this way we establish relationsh~ps.
We transfer the qualities of one thing to another.
Take
the Sotho metaphor involving the earthern pot, most probably also
present in other African languages of th i s part of the continent.
When a woman has had a miscarriage, we say she has broken a pot.
"Pot" is then a name given to an idea in order to clarify it. The
idea is that (a) the woman was carrying life, as a pot carries
water, food, beer, etc.
--lifegi v ing things:
(b) the life in
the womb i s fragile, so is the pot;
(c) the womb adds weight to
the person, as a po t full of anything valuable is heavy;
(d) the
womb must periodically be treated, so as to preser~e new life;
so has a pot to be;
(e)
th e re is something pleasing about the
shape of a pot that is well made;
the shape of it suggests the
fullness of life, _it must be protected;
(f) when it is broken,
the pot has lost its usefulness.
It has to ba replaced if we
want a conta i ner for the things we mentioned in (a).
In a sense
the womb has to be replaced by being cleansed, through medical
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treatment designed to strengthen the woman and replace whatever
she lacks in her body .
A11 the s e as s o c i at ions ( a) t o ( f ) an d s e ve r a 1 o the rs are men tioned here to explain how the original idea is clarified, illuminated by the name that you give it wh ich belongs to something
else.
In this way we transfer the qualities of the pot to the
womb.
Why?
Because in a metaphor we can say more things at one
time than in straightforward literal language:
"She has broken
the pot" is loaded with many meanings (see the associations it
carries).
The saying registers because it is taken seriously;
it is remembered.
African speech is fu l l of such uses of figurative expressions . .
When a bride is to be negotiat~d for, those who come to her home
say, "We have come to ask for a calabash."
If they said simply
"for a womnn", they would be nmittinr, n lot more <p1.1litics we
associate with womanhood, the one who prepares the food, the wife,
the giver, the body whose womb must contain the seed of life and
nurture it, the person whose skin is smooth (think of the outer
surface of · the calabash), who is fragile and should not be
kicked about ..• Al l these qualities are associated with the
calabash. When you have used the metaphor, you have said it all
at once.
This is po e try.
Throughout the negotiations,
the- preparations for the wedding and the celebration itself, language
is used that is loaded with metaphor - with poetry.
Metaphor
calls up a number of associations at any one time and poetry uses
the technique of associations.
Therefore metaphor lies at the
very centre of poetry.
Often we speak of metaphor in a way that uses a symbol,that is,
a thing that stands for and means the one we started with.
Calabash and pot are symbols here.
We need not mention the
woman or the womb first.
We simply say, "We have come to ask
for a calabash," or "She has broken a pot," because in our cultur.e
these objects have taken on the customary meaning of the original
idea - woman.
We can also use a metaphor as an image, i.e. a
word picture.
When I say "desk" in its absence, a picture of a
desk is created in the mind.
This is a literal image. When I say
"She is a pillar of support" (in English)Or "Mon·na 'yola ke mpya
ya mokoto" (Sotho-Tswana) I am using a metaphor containing a
figurative image, i.e. "pillar" or"mpya" must not be interpreted
literally; we should rather think of the qualities we are transferring from them to "she'1 and "monna" .
A pillar stands firm ,
it holds up a roof, a beam etc.
A dog is greedy, stingy, selfcentered, and this one is a wretched-looking creature.
If I want
to indicate that a woman who is proud has nothing to support her
haughtiness because of her untidy background, I may say in Sotho,
"O penamisitse mosela ka mokgwa wo, e le 11gwan'a mphelesetsengke-tagilwe."
Daughter ·of a drunkard; but a drunkard who is
shameless enough to ask to be escorted hone.
A number of associations are formed around the image of a drunkard.
It is poetry,
We have been talking about the use of metaphor in common speech
and ceremonial speech.
The metaphor contains an image, an image
calls up associations, and we have the basic elements of poetry.
Closely associated with metaphor is the simile, also a common
feature in poetry.
The metaphor is implied, the simile is explic i t, direct:
"he is a closed book " as distinct from "I can
read him like a book".
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Students should be asked to write out at home as many idiomatic
(i.e. figurative expressions) as they can elicit from the ir
parents and relations in their mother-tongue. Some of them will
be expressions used in every-day speech. Others will be proverbs,
which are more special as they always illustrate a moral point.
Let the students write down their meanings, especially where the
expressions are new and a student does not trust his/her memory.
In class, let them individually read out the expressil,nS.
There
is nothing wrong in the students' reading them jn the mothertongue.
What the teacher wants to do is to familiarjse them
with metaphor, image, symbol, that come from their own language
and is born of their own cultural experience.
Ask them in
English to report in English the associations arising inthe
mind from each metaphor/image contained in the expressions as they
are being read out.
Exhaust each expression before you move on
to the next one.
By discussing the associations they report, you
are establishing in the students' minds the habit of th inking
that is required in the understanding and interpretation of poetry the habit of surrendering the mind to the associations that an
image excites.
This is an approach that they ·are· always g·o•ing to
be re uired to adopt in their future literar studies, ri ht
throug university.
Students do this
est wen the metap or or
symbolism come in the mother-tongue and has grown out of their
own cultural soil.
The associations formed will be more
natural than if they were related to a European exper i ence. This
exercise can be conducted for three weeks or so.
Le t us not be
bullied by the syllabus.
Let us do more than i t req uires, even
while we satisfy its desires.
We are educating for Jife, the
examination being oniy a transitory test .
Tell the students that this is h~w poetry began.
But there are
occasions when metaphor is sustained. for a longer time· , e.g. in
praise poetry recited and sung for warriors, rulers, bridal
couples and so on, in play songs, in prayers that our people
offered to the moon or sun or the spirits of the mouni-ains and
forests , and so on. This also is how poetry began.
Here follow some traditional poems, translated fr om t h e languages
indicated. They were originally recited and only lat<· r translatedand printed
1.

Tsonga Praise Song

(Mozambique)

Muhlaba Shiluvane, you are like the rhinoceros who
seizes a man, bites him through and through, rol l s him
over and cuts him in two! You are like the crocodile
which lives in water; it bites a man!
You are 1ike
its claws;
it seizes a man by his arms and legs , it .
drags him into the deep pool to eat him at sunset; it
drags him and watches
watches over the entrance to prevent other croco d iles
from .taking its prey ••• Muhlaba! You are like the ram;
when it butts with its head, it knocks a man down;
like a goat, like the son of a goat, which is hearded
by the boys, which is very cunning; it pricks up its
ears, it prepares itself for defence, when attacked!
Muhlaba Dabuka!
Men are coming, oxen are coming.
You
are on the top of the hills , you are like heaven which
roars ••• The lightning is like you, it is full of
strength, it is terrible~ Your saliva is white, your
eyes are beaming, your face is elongated ....•.•..
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Note the similes, which are also hyperbole .
This is typical
of praise songs .
The poet exaggerates for effect.
The crocodile, the ram, the goat al l emphasize Muhlaba's fierceness .
Powerful words expressing powerful feelings, creating vivid
images.
2•

War Song

---a Southern Sotho song
addressed to warriors in
order to strengthen them
Manchild
left to the vultur~s like in ox!
We've been conquered twice;
having been slaughtered
we're dealt out to the eagles
we're shared by crow and vulture!
Stop hovering over us,
0 vulture,
we're burying a man~
Home is not the burial ground
for a warrior,
him we bury in the mountains,
the grave of a warrior
is the tall seboku grass .
We men we're oxen
left to the vultures.
Men bring death upon their heads,
they can call it when they brandish spears,
the young brave
leaves his mother mourning.
The young maiden cries,
cries
when the sun goes down.
"When you were told to stay
y ·ou said you'd go . "
"Leave me alone O vulture,
let me go to see the homesteads." .. .•.•
There they go
qu!
qu!
qu!
qu!
there are the cattlemen
they' re coming~
Belt the song all you men;
why so sullen,
maneaters that you are,
You don't thunder a sullen murmur's all you make .
Note

In stanza 4 the women say, "When you were told to stay
and the warrior says, "Leave me alone O vulture
"

"

Simile:
left to the vultures like an ox etc.
Metaphor:
the grave of a warrior is the tall seboku grass;
we men we're oxen;
men bring death upon their heads;
they call it when they brandish spears;
maneaters that you are;
Manchild:
male person.
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Death

--- a religious poem from
Kuba-speaking people in Zaire the Baluba
There is no needle without piercing point.
There is no razor without trenchant blade .
Death comes to us in many forms.
With our feet we walk the goat's earth.
With our hands we touch God's sky.
Some · future day in the heat of noon,
I shall be carried shoulder high
through the village of the dead.
When I die, don't bury me under forest trees,
I fear their thorns.
When I die, don't bury me under forest trees,
I fear the dripping water.
Bury me under the great shade trees in the market,
I want to hear the drums beating
I want to feel the dancers' feet.
Note:

Their custom is to carry a corpse on their shoulcers
to his grave. He says "village of the dead" because
those who are in their graves are believed to be still
alive in the form of spirits.
The speaker is emphatic
about not wanting to be buried under forest trees, where
no people live.
Pride makes us feel that we can reach
the sky
Metophor:

with our hands
I want to hear
I want to feel
the village of

we touch God's sky;
the drums beating
the dancers' feet;
the dead

There are images that are contained in metaphor or any ether figure
of speech like similes, hyperbole.
Other images stand cutside
of figures of speech.
They are literal, but they are p0werful
expressions of emotion.
So we look for (a) the figurative image
(metaphor, simile etc.);
(b) the literal image.
We also look
(c) for word-pictures contained in powerful words that Express
powerful emotions and consequently call up a number of yivid
associations:
Poem 1.

the description of the crocodile is vivid and
creates an image that excites fear.
We can picture
how it kills its victim, how it tears him up.
Thus
Muhlaba is to be feared;
you must get cut of his
way

Poem 2.

all night long 1 1 11 be squatting at the ready on one
knee, i.e. ready to spring up at the command; not
being at ease, nervous, imagining the slaughter of
the next day, etc.

Poem 3.

Death comes to us in many forms .
I fear their
thorns;
I fear the dripping water.
Th n t is, although
dead and under the ground, his spirit if alive

A vivid image in poetry is one that compels us to imagitte that we
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see, hear, smell, feel with the sense of touch, taste.
It
compels us to feel inside ourselves, and leaves ideas ringing
in our minds.
That is why the poet uses powerful words expressing power fu l thoughts and feelings.
The need to teach poetry right from Std. I is obvious.
But
the method I propose, whereby we begin with mother-tongue
metaphor and image can most profitably begin in Std . V, in
small doses, and from Std. 8/Form I more intensive instruction
can be given along the lines being mapped out here. We should
make available in the lower forms a variety of poems from
which the pupil will select his favourite ones to learn, not
to memorize for the purpose of an examination.
Narrativ_e_
poetry, such as is contained in Poems of Spirit and Action
( s e 1 e ct e d by W. M. Smyth , Jut a & Co . , 19 71) , is i de a 1 for
juveniles.
Vivid action, scene and characterization engage
the juvenile intensely .
But even before we lead pupils at
the lower levels into European poetry, I would suggest that
from Std. 1 to Form I we should teach African poetry in
English - both traditional oral poetry in English translation
and that written in English.
For Forms II - V, we should
work towards an anthology consisting of poetry written by
Africans, white South Africans and selections from Poems of
Spirit and Action.
There are numerous anthologies of African
poetry in print that we can select from.
It is essential
that by the time a student leaves high school, that,although
some literature is superior he should not be tempted to
identify literature solely with Shakespeare, Milton,
Wordsworth, etc.
He should learn to use his own judgment
as to which novel, poem, play, essay move him and delight
him.
If he prefers a modern play to a Shakespearean one he
must not be ashamed to say so.
Too often we tend to think
that because we as teachers understand Shakespeare,
Wordsworth and so on, and love them, our students have no
business to dislike them.
Besides, we can only appreciate
what we understand .
And often we ourselves are trying to
teach what we do not comprehend fully~
What I want to
underline here is that we should introduce our students to
literature via good writing by authors whose culture they
share, who deal with experiences the reader does not have
to strain his/her imagination to understand, authors whose
works are directly and immediately relevant to the reader's
life.
English literature and language are n~ longer the
Englishman's monopoly: there are authors in India, Pakistan,
New Zealand, Australia, Canada, United States, the West
Indies, Africa, who are writing in English.
But their
literatures differ in styles and content.
No English,
American, Indian, Russian or Chinese school would ever consider teaching English through the medium of African literature.
It would be an outrage against sound principles of
education.
Why should we have to educate through torture
and pain?
Let us move from the known to the unknown .
On the Written Poetry
I have been suggesting that we begin with basics, with the
known, and work up to the unknown .
The known consists in
African speech that expresses the wisdom of Africa - our
traditional thought and belief.
I had to illustrate this
through spoken or oral poetry:
the speech we are familiar
with.
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When poetry came to be written, the writer could no longer
rely only on proverbs and symbols that are fixed and cannot
be transferred to his time and still be relevant.
He has to
invent new images, according to the feelings and thoughts
he wants to express.
Indeed written poetry does not use
proverbs at all, because they are fixed.
But we still use
traditional imagery, metaphor, symbols, because they are
flexible and can enrich our literature.
Oral poetry was
the work of an individual person who had the gi f t of speech,
and then it was appropriated by the community for public performance at ceremonies.
Today the individual writer composes
a poem out of a personal or communal experience.
Because
social conditions have changed, it is only approved by the
public who read it and like it.
It is no longer read at
ceremonies for which it was specifically composed.
But it
can be read to any audience that chooses to hear it, and it
can be read privately for individual enjoyment.
Admittedly,
Africans and Black Americans read their poetry in public,
especially in times of political upheaval, stress, mourning,
and when people are gathered together to celebrate survival
or triumph and achievement, e.g. at art festivals or
exhibitions.
Russians also read p oetry to huge audiences
at public squares.
But whatever i 8 read, among Blacks or
among Europeans, was not necessarily written for the particular occasion.
Oral poetry, on the other hand, was composed
for specific ceremonies and only that and no other was
recited/sung for the occasion.
By the time students come to r ead written poetry, they will
have become accustomed to the aspects to look fo r in good
poetry :
what the p o em is ab o u t , i . e • its s ub j e c t : its
images (whether literal or figurative, i.e. carrLed by
metaphor, simile, hyperbole and so on); which o f these
images are powerful or intensive because they ex ,,ress powerful or intensive feelings and therefore conjure 11p a crowd
of vivid associations.
In the case of narrativ,' poetry,
the images will describe vivid or intensive acti ,)n,
reflecting intensively perceived and memorabI'eciiaracter.
Images here also describe setting or place and i s surroun dings.
See, for instance, the description of C,1melot and
its towers in "The Lady of Shalott"; the landscape and "The
Sick Stockrider" .
Here is n poem by a young South African poet, who is at
present teaching English at the National Universjty of Lesotho Njabulo Ndebele.
It describes vivid action from the point
of view of a frightened child.
The child is carried on her
aunt ' s back to a religious meeting in a private house. He
is deposited in a corner, from which he can only see the
dancing legs.
To a child the legs look bigger than they
really are.
There is a wooden image from which smoke is
being emitted, to accentuate the mystery and the awe.
This
is the subject of the poem.
Identify the powerful feelings
that are carried in powerfu l images; vivid things and actions
that call up in the mind vivid associations : associations
that make us visualize the scene, that compel us to imagine
that we feel and smell the atmosphere, to imagine fear on
behalf of the child.
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The Man of Smoke
Nj abulo Ndebele
Strapped to my aunt's back
I find warmth
We walk th rough many streets
I don't know which,
but I know when we turn.
Even in my blanket,
I can feel the dust of the wind
pecking at me, like many needles,
b u t I c 1 in g t o my a u n t ,
her back is warm and moist.
There are voices in this house
I don't know which,
I'm in the warm darkness
of my blanket .
"Mzalwane" voices greet.
"Bazalwane" auntie a nswers.
Then I am unstrapped
to the gaze of silence
to the gloom o f a candle
to the frightening st~res
of a huge face o f a p e rson of wood
with teeth as big as fingers
smoke comes out of his mouth,
smoke comes out of his wicked smile .
Put me back, auntie, put me back,
it is cold here
but my words are not lips
they are my hands
clutching at her dress .
She puts me under a table,
but I move out to a corner .
A drum begins the beat:
GOGOM GOM
GOGOM GOM ...•
and there is song and dance
wild song and dance
and I am watching alone
from a corner; my corner.
I am wide eyed
I am shorter than the table
and dancing legs are massive pillars
I cling to my corner
lest I am crushed by dance.

I cling to my corner
watching my aunt do funny things;
she is mad, quite mad:
all are mad here,
and smoke issues out of
the ugly person's mouth,
smoke is filling the room,
the room is grey smoke now,
GOGOM GOM
GOGOM GOM ..•.
Alleluya ! Al le 1 uy a
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round round rouod. they dance
round the table
GOGOM GOM . . . . GOGOM GOM . . . .
Al le 1 uya !
Al le 1 uya
I am a child watching
from a corner
I am a child clinging
t o my co r n e r .
I am a child fearing
to be crushed .
I watch my aunt who is made
quite mad.
All are mad here.
They kneel before the face of smoke
they cry, they shriek,
they breathe in gasps
they say a wind must enter them
they are mad quite mad,
rising to sing and dance and clap hands .
I f ear.
I fear people with the wind, praying
like a cow bellowing .
Strapped to my aunt's back,
I find warmth
we walk through many streets
I don't know which ,
but I know we are going home now.
I know that we are passing other people
singing, drumming and hand-clapping
down street:
"These are the wicked dogs
who broke away from our sect
"Curse them, God.
May they b urn . "
Even in the noise of the wind
I can hear auntie's sp i tum
cursing the dogs on the tarre1 road.
But I am warm in the blanket,
i t is dark and warm and moist inside,
and I dream of the man of wood
s t an din g n e x t to my b e d in th e dark ,
-h~ki"-

-a

~i~h , hi ~

~ .~n~a

lO
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Anthony Burgess's English Literature - a brief, easily
digestible history of literature - is a good source for the
teacher who is an initiate, a quick reference for the teacher who wants to refresh his memory.
The teacher should use
his discretion as to the number of items he needs to explain.
The poem should first be discussed in class:
its subject, the
social context that is relevant to the grasp of the situation,
the event, character and so on.
Next, read the poem aloud to
the class as well as you are capable of, so that the listeners
hear the ring of the words.
Remember that reading a poem to
an audience is a performance, so i t has to be rehearsed at
home for presentation.
Bad reading can dampen the initial
curiosity on the part of the class.
Pick out the elements mapped out earlier in this paper, eliciting associations from the students .
Keep encouraging them to
visualise the scene/event/situation and so on.
In Ralph
Hodgson's peom, "The Bull", for instance, invite the class
first t o visualise a bull "sick in soul and body" - "Slouching
in the undergrowth /Of the forest beautiful."
The verb " slouch"
in this image describes effectively the physical weakness in
the bull hiding in the undergrowth, its sense of dignity
diminishing.
The bull has been outlawed.
In sharp contrast
again is the image of cranes and gay-coloured parrots happy
in the "burning sky". The sun is so bright that i t seems to
burn the sky.
The blazing sun must bring out the colours of
the birds even more.
The poet is appealing to our sympathy by
investing the bull with the life of a human leader on his way
down, "dreaming things" about his past glory in a stupor.
And so on:
powerful words carrying powerful feelings contained
in an image that conjures up several associations.
In two
stanzas only there are images that present a number of things
we can actually see with the mind's eye, that we can imagine
we are hearing, feeling with the sense of touch.
And we can
feel somethin5 for the sick, banished bull.
Continue your
journey with the class through the rest of the poem in this
fash i on.
Talk about the poem in real - life terms bec~use it
is based on real life.
Direct the students' attention to the
concrete things in the poem and the words that express them.
Because a poet takes us to the abstract - feelings (emotions)
and thoughts - by means of concrete language, through things
that we can see, hear, touch, smell, taste, we have to
exercise the students' senses of perception so that they can
understand the abstract words associated with the conrete
things.
Note that images may be in single words, verbal or adjectival
p,hrases, in a simile, or metaphor, in a whole bunch of lines,
in a whole stanza.
Or the whole statement that the poem is
making can be an image.
Students should be allowed to make statements on whether they
like a particular poem or not and their reasons for the
attitude.
We should guide them to the point where they can
reasonably be expected to write a paraphrase of a narrative
poem they like best, and point out lines they are most
impressed by.
Whatever pictorial illustration you can lay your hands on that
can clarify part or all of a poem, use
it.
Newspapers and
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periodicals should be plundered for articles that may serve
to clarify the subject of a poem.
What follows now is a discussion of "The Lady of Shalott"
(Alf~ed Tennyson) along the lines of what is being proposed in
this paper .
Except where it is obvious that a poet is deliberately using
r h y me
( as in the II Sh a 1 o t t II po em) to ma k e th e poem s in g , so t o
speak, do not dazzle the students with explanations of rhyme
schemes.
Several poems do not rhyme;
there are even poems
written in prose form and not in verse.
The same with rhythm.
Several poems use the rhythm of common speech which cannot be
scanned in feet etc.
There is also a rhythm determined by
the emotions and thoughts contdined in the poem.
Leave rhythm
out for a while and let the students surrender themselves to
the pace of the language.
In Matric, a very elementary introduction may be given, without going into the variety of scanning
terminology.
Up to Matric, rhyme needs only passing mention,
when i t obviously advances meaning.

Dr. E. Mphahlele

UNDERSTANDING POETRY c:2._

The following 4 poems are discussed in UNDERSTANDING
POETRY in the order in which they appear here.
Tennyson:
Part I

s!

THE LADY OF SHALOTT
Part II

On either side the river lie
There she weaves by night and day
Long fields of barley and of rye .
A magic web with colours .gay.
That clothe the world and meet the sky;
She has heard a whisper say,
And thro' the field the road runs by
40A curse is on her if she stay
To many-tower'd Camelot;
To look down to Camelot.
And up and down the people go,
She knows not what the curse may be,
Gazing., where the lilies blow
And so she weaveth steadily,
Round the island there below,
And little other care hath she,
The island of Sbalott .
The Lady of Shalott.

10 Willows whiten, aspens quiver,
Little breezes dusk and shiver
Thro' the wave that runs for ever
. By th~ island in the river
Flowing down -to Camelot.
15Four gray,walls, and four gray towers,
Overlook a . space of flowers,
And the silent isle imbowers
The Lady of Shalott.

And moving thro' a mirror clear
That hangs before her all the year,
Shadows of the world appear,
There she sees the highway near
50Winding down to Camelot:
There the river eddy whirls,
And there the surly village-churls,
And the re~d cloaks of market girls,
Pass onward from Shalott.

By the margin, willow-veil'd,
20Slide the heavy barges trail'd
By slow horses: and unhail'd
The -shallop flitte~h silken-sail'd
Skimming down to Camelott
But who hath seen her wave her hand?
250r at the casement seen her stand?
Or is she known in all the land,
The Lady .of Shalott?

55Sometimes a troop of damsels glad,
An abbot on an ambling pad,
Sometimes a curly shepherd lad,
Or long-hair'd page in crimson clad,
Goes by to tower'd Camelott;
60And sometimes thro' the mirror blue
The knights come riding two and two:
She hath no loyal knight and true,
The Lady of Shalott .

Only reapers, reaping early
In among the bearded barley,
30Hear a song that echoes cheerly
From the river winding clearly,
Down to .~o.wer'd Camelot:
And by the moon t.he reaper weary,
Piling sheaves in uplands airy,
35Listening, whispers 'Tis the fairy
Lady of Shalott.'

But in her. web she still delights

65To weave · the mirror's magic sights,
For often thro' the /Ju,ent nights
A funeral, with plumes and lights
And music, went to Camelot:
Or when the moon was overhead,
70Came two young lovers lately wed;
'I am half sick of -shadows,' said ·
The Lady of Shalott .
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Part IV

A bow-shot from her bower-eaves,
He rode between the barley-sheaves,
75The sun came dazzling thro' the leaves,
And flamed upon the ' brazen greaves·.
Of bold Sir Lancelot.
A red-cros·s knight for ever kneel' d
To a lady in his shield,
80That sparkled on the yellow field
Beside remote Shalott.

In the stormy east-wind straining,
The pale yellow woods were waning.
120The broad stream in his banks complaining
Heavily the low sky raining
Over tower'd Camelot;
Down she came and found a boat
Beneath a willow left afloat,
And round about the prow she wrote
The Lady of Shalott.

The gemmy bridle glitter'd free,
Like to some branch of stars we see
Hung in the golden Gal~xy.
85The bridle bells rang merrily
As he rode down to Camelot:
And from his biazon'd baldric slung
A mightly silver bugle hung,
And as he rode his armour rung,
90Beside remote Shalott.

And down the river's dim expanse Like some bold seer in a trance,
Seeing all his own mischance 130With a glassy countenance
D:i.d she look to Camelot.
And at the closing of the day
She loosed the chain, and down she lay;
The broad stream bore her away,
The Lady of Shalott.

All ~n the blue unclouded weat.h er

Lying, .-robed in snowy white, ·' ·
That loosely flew to left ' 'and right The leaves upon her falling light Thro' the noises of the night
She floated down to Camelot:
And as the boat'-head wound ·atong
The willowy hills and fields among,
They heard her singing her last song,
The Lady of Shalott.

Thick-jewell'd shone the saddle-leather,
The helmet and the helmet-feather
Burn'd like one burning flame. togeth~r,
95As he rode down to C~e'iot.
As oft.e n thro' the purple night,
Below, .the starry clusters bright,
Some bearded meteor, trailing light,
Moves over still Shalott.
lOOHis broad clear brow in sunlight glow'd;
On burnish'd hooves his war-horse trode;
From undernea~h .his helmet f.low'd
His coal-black curls as on he rode,
As he , rode down- to Camelot:
105From ~he bank and from the river
He flash'd into the· cryst~l mirror,
'Tirra lirra' by the river ·
Sang Sir Lancelot.
She
llOShe
She
She
She

left , th~ web, she left. the 10019,
made three paces thro" -the room,
saw the water-lily bloom; .
saw the helmet and t:he plume~
look'd . down to Camelot:
Out flew_ the web ,and floated wide;
115The miq:or cr~f½}~.. from side to side;
'Tis curse is come upon me,' cried
The Lady of Shalott.

145Heard a ·carol, mournful, holy,
Chanted ;loudly, chanted lowly·,
Till her 'blood· was frozen slowly_,
And her e,yes: were darkened wholly,Turn' d to tcwer'd Camelot;
150For ere she reach'd upon th€ tide
The first house by the water-side,
Singing in her song. she died,
The Lady of Shalott •
... : '
Under tower and balcony,
155By garden-wall and gallery,
A gleat'n:ing shape she floated by,
Dead-pale between the houses high,
Silent into Camelot.
Out upon the wharfs they came,
160Kni~ht and burgher, ·· 1ord·. and dame,
And round the prow they' read her name,
The Lady of Shalott .

Who is this? and what is here?
And in the lighted palace near
165Died the sound of royal cheer;
And they cross'd themselves for fear,
All the knights at Camelot:
But Lancelot mused a · little space;
He said,"She has a lovely face";
170God in his mercy lend her grace,
The Lady of Shalott.

Browning:
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MY LAST DUCHESS

That's my last Duchess painted on the wall,
Looking as if she were alive .
I call
.That piece a wonder, now: Fra Pandolf's hands
Worked busily a day, and there she stands.
5 Will't please you sit and look at her?
I said
'Fra Pandolf' by design, for never read
Strangers like you that pictured countenance,
The depth and passion of its earnest glance,
But . to myself they turned (since none puts by
10 The curtain I have drawn for you, but I)
And seemed as they would ask me, if they durst,
How such a glance came there; so, not the first
Are you to turn and ask thus ,
Sir, 'twas not
Her husband's presence only, called that spot
15 Of joy into the Duchess' cheek: perhaps
Fra Panµolf chanced to say~ · 'Her mantle. laps
'Over my lady's wrist too much, 'or 'Paint
'Must never hope to reproduce the faint
'Half-flush that dies along her throat' such stuff
20 Was courtesy, she thought, and cause enough
For calling up that spot of joy .
She had
A heart - how shall I say? - too soon made glad,
Too easily impressed- she liked whate'er
She looked on, and her looks went everywhere .
25 Sir, 'twas all one! My favour at her breast,
The dropping of the daylight in the West,
The bough of cherries some officious· · fool
Broke in the orchard for her, the wh.i te mule
She rode with round the terrace - all and each
30 Would draw from her alike the approving speech,
Or blush, at least .
She thanked men, - good! but thanked
Somehow - I know not how - as if she ·ranked
My gift of a nine-hundred-years-old name
Who'd stoop to blame
With anybody's gift.
35 This sort of trifling? Even had you skill
In speech - (which I have not) - to make your will
Quite clear to such an one~ and say, 'Just this
'Or that in. you .disgusts me- here you miss, •
'Or there exceed the mark' - and if she let
40 Herself be lessoned so, nor plainly set
Her wits to yours, forsooth, and made excuse,
- E'en then would be some stooping; and I choose
Never to stoop . Oh sir, she smiled, no doubt,
Whene'er I passed her; but who passed without
45 Much the same smile? This grew; I gave commands;
Then all smiles stopped together. There she stands
As if alive.
Will' t please you rise? We' 11 meet
· ··· the company below, then.
I repeat,
The Count your master's known munificence
50 Is ample warrant that no just pretence
Of mine for dowry will be disallowed;
Though his fair daughter's self, as I avowed
At starting, is my object. HaY, we'll go
Together down, sir . Notice Neptune, though,
55 Taming a sea-horse, thought a rarity,
Which Claus of Innsbruck cast in bronze for me!

-

Lawrence:
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THE MOUNTAIN LION

.Climbiygthrough the January snow, into the Lobo canyon
Dark grow the spruce-trees, blue is the balsam, water
sounds still unfrozen, and the trail is still evident.
Men?
5 Two men!
Men! The only animal in the world to fear!
1hey hesitate.
We hesitate.
They have a gun.
We have no gun.
10

15

Then we all advance to meet.
Two Mexicans, strangers, emerging out of the dark
and snow and inwardness of the Lobo valley.
What are you doing here on this vanishing trail?
What is he carrying?
Something yellow.
A deer?
•
• ?1
t1.ene,
amigo.
Leon Que

20

25

He smiles, foolishly, as if he were caught doing wrong.
And we smile, foolishly as if we didn't know.
·
He is quite gentle and dark-faced.
It is a mountain lion,
A long, long slim cat, yellow. like a .lioness.
Dead.
He trapped her this morning, he says, smiling foolishly,.

Lift up her face,
Her round bright face, bright as frost.
Her round, fine-fashioned head, with two dead e~rs;And stripes in the brilliant frost of her face, sharp, fine dar~ rays,
30 Dark, keen fine eyes in the brilliant frost of her face.
Beautiful dead eyes.
Hermoso es!
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They go out towards the open!
We go on into the gloom of Lobo.
And above the trees I found her lair,
35 A hole in the blood-- orange brilliant rocks that stick up a little cave.
And bones, and twigs, and a perilous ascent.
So, she will never leap up that way again, with the yellow flash of a
mountain lion's long shoot!
And her bright striped frost-face will never watch any more,
out of the shadow of the cave in the blood-orange rock,
Above the trees of the Lobo dark valley-mouth!
·
Instead, I look out.
And out to the dim of the desert, like a dream, never real;
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THE MOUNTAIN LION (continued)
45

50

To the snow of the Sangre de Cristo mountains, the ice of the
mountains of Picoris,
A.nd near across at the opposite steep of snow, green trees
motionless standing in snow, like a Christmas toy.
And I think in this empty world there was room for me and a mountain lion.
And I think in the world beyond, how easily we might spare~ million or
two of humans.
And never miss them.
Yet what a gap in the world, the missing white frost-face of that slim
ye.llow mountain lion!

-·-----------·-·----1)

What have you there, my friend?

Spender:

2)

It is beautiful!

THE EXPRESS

After the first powerful plain manifesto
The black statement of pistons, without more fuss
But gliding like a queen~ she leaves the station.
Without bowing and with restrained unconcern
5 She passes the houses which humbly crowd outside,
The gasworks and at last the heavy page
Of death, printed by gravestones in the cemetery.
Beyond the town there lies the open country
Where, gathering speed, she acquires mystery,
10 The luminous self-possession of ships on ocean.
It is now she begins to sing - at first quite low
Then loud, and at last with a jazzy madness The song for her whistle screaming at curves,
Of deafening tunnels, brakes, innumerable bolts.
15 And always light, aerial, underneath,
Goes the elate metre of her wheels.
Steaming through metal landscape on her lines
She plunges new eras of wild happiness
Where speed throws up strange shapes, broad curves
20 And parallels cl~an like the steel of guns.
At last, further than Edinburgh or Rome,
Beyond the crest of the world, she reaches night
Where only a low streamline brightness
Of phosphorus on the tossing hills is white.
25 Ah, like a comet through flame, she moves entranced
Wrape in her music no bird song, no, nor bough
Breaking wi. th honey buds, sha 11 ever equal. ·
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THE

LADY

OF

SHALOTT
Alfred, Lord Tennyson (1809-1892)

Introduction
The story takes place in the Middle Ages, that is, any time in
the first four centuries after AD 1000.
In England, as in the
rest of Europe, there were men who defended their country as
soldiers and were_ called !sni..&.lli·
During King Arthur's reign,
they were very close to the king and lived in his court.
King
Arthur's Knights of the Round 1'able, for instance, took an o.ath
to be loyal to the king, to go out in the country to perform iood
deeds like saving ladies in distress, aiding the sick, fighting
other people's wars on the side a knight judged to be right.
They usually wore steel armour from head to foot.
It was a
calling or a profession to b~ a knight.
A knight could also be
a military servant to a feudal lord (see notes on "My Last
Duchess"). He could hold land as a lord's tenant, paying by
defending the lord and his estate as a soldier.
Today a knight
is one who is raised in rank by the king/queen for distinguished
services in a war~ in medicine, music, art, 1aw, statesmanship,
etc. · Lords and knights lived i~ castl~s.
The castle was like
a fortress in many_ ways, and i t had a moat all around the building.
This was a deep, wide trench full of water; or· the
castle could be on a river island~ such as· that of the Lady of
ahalott.
A bridge was lowered above the water from the gat~
when a signal was heard announcing some person/s who wanted to
enter·.
It was raised when they had entered th·rough the gate.

Belief in the supernatural
'Every community in the world - whites, blacks, browns, yellows h~s its sup e rstitions.
For centuries man has always believed
~n the superndtural - a happening that -cannot te explained .by
scientific tests.
Tennyson's story is set in the Middle Ages,
when the Romari Catholic Church represented the only Christian
faith .
Christians held a number of beliefs in the supernatural.
Some of the events in· the Bible supported· these
be 1 i ef s.
A number of superstitious practices .developed out of
the Christian belief that certain sa,ints visited the living in
spirit at specified times.
In most, if not all cases, i~ was
out of fear of the unknown that these beliefs arose: curses,
d i s a s t e r s , w i t. ch c r a f t , e t c: •
The Lady o f Sh a 1 o t t i s a t y.p i ca 1
medieval character.
But we should note that to this day neither
Christianity nor science has bee; able to wipe out belie£ iw.the
supernatural.
Some scientists of;..,today are exploring thes·.e
ideas: life after death, the upsetting of furniture and utensils
by some unseen force~ ghosts etc.
What is called "superstition"
is any belief or idea that cannot be defended by reason of
scientific knowledge.
The scientists we are referring to are
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not interested in mere superstition like bad luck supposedly
brought about by a broken mirror.
They are interested in the
ideas ' that involve a complex set of religious beliefs and the
effect these have on a person's mind.

.,'

What is the poem about?
The Lady of Shalott lives all alone in a castle on a river island.
The area around is called Camelot, with several castles and many
towers. :
The landscape on either side of the ri~er is rich with
barley and rye.
The river banks are lined with willow trees.
Barges can be seen sliding on the riverbanks,
Few people have
ever seen the Lady.
She hardly ever looks out her window to
see the world around her.
To her it has become the world outs id e • Re aper s may hear_ her s in g , but she i s s ti 11 l i k e a
mysterious fairy to them, something unreal.
In the castle she weaves cloth with gay colours night and day.
S~e imagines that she has heard that a curse will be on her if
she ever looked out at the surrounding country of Camelot.
She
does not know what the curse will actually bring on her, so she
weaves constantly, caring about little else.
In the mirror on
her wall she can see reflections of things and movements outside:
the road coming down to Camelot, village loafers and market·
girls' red cioaks.
Sometimes it will be a group of ladies; an
abbot on an easy-going horse; a shepherd boy or long-haired page:
knights passing in pairs; a funeral ~recession at night; a
newly-married couple.
She is alone, with no knight to love her .
Sh• .weaves these figures into her cloth, as they are in the
mir~or.
This design of figures she does not see except in the
m.i-rror.
Th.e situation eventually works on her nerves. "I'm
half sick of shadows!" she bursts out .
. Sir Lancelott a knight, approaches Camelot.
On his shield is the
picture of a red-cross knight kneeling to a lady. , The red-cross
Ls literally red and is the national emblem of England.
Tennyson
gives a colourful description of Sir Lancelot.
The shield
sparkles on the yellow field, i.e. amid ripening corn; his bridle
glitters like a collection of stars, the bells on the bridle are
ringing.
The belt hanging from his shoulder across the chest
(baldric)· is splendidly studded with gems;
a silver bugle hangs
from it.
His :Steel armour can be heard ringint,
His leather
saddle is also richly jewelled. Together with the helmet and.
the feather on it, all these things give the impression of something burning in the sun, as the sky is clear.
Tennyson likens
Lancelot's figure to a m~teor (a heavenly body) that fla~hes
across the. sky - a Hbearded meteor",
It looks bearded because
of the dust it is making in outer space (Part 111, 1. 98).
Furthermore, his war horse has poli s h~d hooves.
His hair, coalblack, hangs out under his helmet.
As he moves, singing, the
Lady can see him in the mirror .
The story is now nearing the clima"x. She cannot resist the _.
temptation to look out the window any longer. When she does,
the curse works its evil;
the wovei cloth flies out the window,
the mirror cracks from side to side.
Now she knows what the
curse is.
To show that something evil has befallen · her, that a
quiet life has been violently disrupted, there i~ a storm outside,
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the yellow forest looks sickly, rain is falling.
The Lady comes
out o~ the castle goes to her river boat, writes on it "The Lady
of Shalott 0 •
She looks back at Camelot like someone in a daze,
like a wise man who deals with magic and who sees the ill fate
he has brought on himself.
She unfastens the chain, lies in the
boat, a n d the river carries -her down.
She is dressed in a loose
gown, white ao snow.
It flutters in the breeze.
Leaves fall
lightly on her.
The people nearby hear her sing her last song.
It is a sad hymn rising and falling.
Her blood freezes slowly
as she is dying, her eyes darkening entirely.
The river takes
her through Camelot.
People gather round the boat, curious to
know who she is, and afraid.
In the king's palace silence falls
upon the occupants and they cross themselves for fear that the
evil may strike them down too.
The Language of the Poem
What is so attractive in Tennyson's poem?
He is telling a story.
But not in the way Browning tells 'his i.n "My Last Duchess", where
a narrator is used who speaks like someone involved in the actJon.
Tennyson is telling his story in the third person.
Re uses for
this a method by which he seems to sing the story.
Read the
poem aloud to yourself and listen to the ring of the words.
tisien to the last words of each line.
They have similar
sound:
lie with rye with sky with~; ~ with blow with below;
~uiver with shiver with .!.Y!:.!. with river; .s_~we~_! with flo~~
with imbowers, etc.
Then there is a repetition of down .to
Camelot and Lady of Shalott.
The repeated phrases add to the
music in the poem:
to Many-tower'd Camelot; flowing down to
Camelot; skimming down to Camelot; winding down to Came lot.
Tennyson a l so dwells on a wea l th of detail,e.g. "fie l ds of barley and of rye";- "through the field the road runs by"; "the
lilies"; "little breezes dusk and quiver";
flowers", "towers",
"willows", and others.
Through the detail he calls our atte.ntion to a colourful environment so as to contrast it to the Lady
of Shalott's lonely, bleak life.
We can quite vividly picture
these things.
First, we are given a picture of a quiet and
peaceful life at Camelot.
Then again, in vivid detail we are
shown how this life is suddenly and violently upset by a mysterious force which eventually leads to the Lady's death.
It is
a supernatural kind of violence.
•
The poet piles on descriptive words in stanza after stanza. · He
decorates every bit of the scene :
long fields of barley and
of rye; many-tower'd Camelot;
little breezes; ~.!.!l walls;
silent isle; willow-veil'd (margin); heavx barges; b e arded
barley; red cloaks of market girls; mirror's magic sights;
~.!__mmy bridle; golden Galaxy; blazon'd baldric; silver bugle;
one burning frame.
Even when he describes the death of the Lady, he decorates the
scene for us:
she lies dressed in a loose-fitting garment,
"snowy white";
leaves are falling on her;
her sor:g is a.cc~mpanied by sacred music (it does n8t matter who exactly is
singing, because Tennyson wants to add an element of mystery
and solemnity to the scene).
She does not die in a violent
fit.
Rather, her body freezes slowly, her eyes darken.
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The Point of the Story
Tenny~on lived and wrote during the reign of Queen Victoria of
England (1837-1901).
The English then upheld very strict morals.
The father was head of the family in every sense of the phrase:
he laid down the rules and behaviour in the home and there was
little or no argument about them.
In the upper classes female
teachers lived with a family, to teach their children on the
premises.
You were taught how to conduct yourself in public.
All these strict rules of behaviou~ gave rise to hypocrisy.
People concealed their real feelings hate, lo~e, suspicion,
joy, etc. - if they thought they might make public fools of
themselves by acting naturally.
Because. of the annual allowance a young man's father gave him, he was not free to marry
whomever he chose without his father's blessing.
He could thus
act the hypocrite or be his real self, and if the latter, his
family outlawed him.
It was wo~se for the female sex.
A
woman was defenceless and she was even less inclined to go
against her family's wishes.
The poet is trying to show through this medieval tale that there
is danger in hypocrisy.
If you hide your feelings, as the Lady
of Sbalott has been doing, in order to avoid real-life experiences, the day something forces you to stare at reality, you
won't be ready for it.
Something as aweful as the cracking of
a mirror and eventual death will occur.
The Lady has been
trying to look at life through the mirror, through the cloth she
is weaving to represent people, animals and vegetation.
All
this is unreal,
Finally, when she is sick of shadows, of.
reflection~, sick of bluffing herself, all pretences collapse,
reflections are shattered.
But the lesson is too brutal. Her
belief in the supernatural is too strong, and she readily
believes that her end has come,
She dies easily, readily.

2.

~M~Y_ _L~A=S~T--'D~U~C-'-H~E~S---'-S
Robert Browning (1812-1899)

Int.roduction

The story is iiagined to take place in Italy, at a time when
Roman Catholio monks used to paint pictures an4 translate
volumes of writing from Latin or Greek into the Italian language, or from Greek to La tin.
Men of high standing usually inherited titles from their parents
and grandparents or even more remote blood relations.
These
titles were> for example, Duke and Duchess, Count and Countess,
etc.
They also owned huge mansions or castles and land. They
were wealthy and had work~rs in the fields who were also tenants
on the master's land.
Such men were called feudal lords . Both
parents of a marrying couple paid dowry (see I. 49). For this
reason the rich married into the ~ich. Marriages were often.
pre-arranged, so that a Count/Duke might be given a woman to'
marry whether she loved him or not'.
Such a man, therefore,
usually regarded his wife as a ki~d of property.
If he killed
her, there was no la~ under which he could be ptinished.
He
could easily confess to the church priest if he felt like it.
The announcement that he was forgiven was enough.
Usually he
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donated money etc. to the church to appease his conscience
further.
What is the Poem about?
(a)
The speaker in the poem, indicated by "I", is the Duke
who killed his wife out of jealousy. Her portrait hangs on
the wall.
He is talking to a messenger sent by another lord,
a Count. (line 49).

(h)
Fra Pandolf (Fra is abbreviated Italian fo~ Frate. i.e.
F~iar or Brother, a monastic title) painted her portrait for
the f.ami ly, "a piece of wonder".
(c)
The.speaker's Duchess is the main subject of the poem.
The Duke related that he 11 gave commands ;/ Then all smiles
stopped together 0 •
He gave orders for her to be killed.
Everybody else stopped smiling~ not cnly she ("stopped together").
She smiled for everybody, not only for her husband .
Fra Pandolf, a master in his art, was able to show the light qf
joy on the Duchess' cheek in the picture (lines 14-15). The
Duke imagines as he recounts the story to the messenger that
perhaps the spot of joy on the Lady's cheek was caused by
flattery.
(European skin colour would naturally blush and ·
glow with exitement).
While the monk is painting the Lady,
she is sitting in frout of him, as a subject has to do when he/
she features in a painting that is in the making,
Fra Pandolf
(as the Duke imagines) may have told the Lady that her ~antle is
covering her wrist too much, suggestini that the wrist is too
pretty to be hidden.
Or he may have suggested that the faint
pink colour (remember again that she is European) that plays on
her throat is too subtle for paint to show on the picture (11 .
16-19) ._
Yet another piece of courtesy or flattery to bring
her joy.
The Duke accuses her of having been too easy to
please, her eyes were everywhere.
She responded to everything
with a show of vitality:
his favours, sunset, cherries plucked
for her by some pretent.i.ous fool, the white mule she rode on.
These were all the same to her:
th~y_ brought a flush of cheer
on her face and she expressed her thanks . . The Duke thinks she
beh•ved as if she rated his family name of 900 years the same
as ~nybody's else's gift,
He displays his burning jealousy
he-re.
Then the Duke preten<ls to his listener (the messenger) that ~e
wouldn't even stoop ~o scold her for all this.
Besides, he
didn't have the gift of language to tell her that she disgusted
him here, she was overstepping the mark there.
Even if she
could have apologized, he would have been humbling himself to
her by 1 is teni ng to her. And he has. never been one to stoop.
Now she is dead. But in this portrait she seems to come alive.
He asks his guest to stand up .and follow him downstairs to meet
some people.
As the two descen4, the Duke hints very slyly that
as the messenger's master is known to be splendidly generous~
he should not dismiss his (the Duk~~'s} just claim for dowry.
(11. 49-51).
But no, it is the Count's pretty daughter he's
really after (not the father's wealth).
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The Duke draws the messengerte attention to a sculpture.of
Neptune taming a sea-horse:
a rare work of art in bronze by
Claus.Innsbruck.
The suggestion here is that the messenger
should convey the idea to his master that his daughter will be
tamed the same way the sea~horse is being brought under control
by Neptune.
Or the messenger should take the hint, foi his own
education.
{N,B. The ancient Romans (like the Greeks) had a
great number of gods e.g. Venus, goddess of beauty and love, and
her son Cupid, also god of lcve; Apollo, the sun-god who supported muslcians _and poets, and several others with their spec.ial
functions.
One of these was ~eptune~ the sea-god.
It was
believed that Neptune rode on a sea-horse.
Bence the need for
him to tame one) .
Other Points to CousiJec
If I were asked if T liked the poem or. not, I would say that I
liked it. Why? The subject interests me very much as it is
quite familiar'to us aa Africans;
It is not long since African
traditions made it possible for - a family simply to send a
daughter to a man they had chosen for her.
It is not long
since the African woman, once married, was crested like an ite~
of property by the husband.
The custom -...,orked in its- time, but
it is not suited to present-day life.
l like the way the story
is told., in the first • pet"son., .so thP.t the narrator tells it as
someone who is directly involved in the action .
In this way,
we are given a vivid, intimate picture of his Duchess~ her
gaiety, and the kind of man the Duke must have been to be so
ruled by jealousy'that he killed his own wife.
The Language of the Poem

A poem that is rich with imagery is highly effective. An jmaM
in a piece of writing is a word-picture. You hear or read a
word or phrase or sentence or paragraph, and pictures spring
up in your min d, associated with what is heard or . read. Ag~in,
I like the poem because the Duke speaks in vivid images.
To
mention only a few:
her mantle laps
o~er my lady's wrist too much.
We can imaglne the woman's wrist showing on che portrait, fi;m
or. delicate or both;
the mantle almost covering; ••.•• we can
almost feel its warmth - its feminine warmth, its soft texture ••
Half- flush that dies along her throat.
Here we can picture the attempt of tbe painter to show a colour
on the throat that reflects her feelings.
We can picture her
gaiety, her vitality in the way she responded to each courtesy
shown by other men:
cherries being plucked for her, her white
mu 1 e ••••.• •

..

"'
He, on the other hand~ appears before
us as a dangerously
jealous man, watching his wife's every movement, every facial
expression, every blush on the cheek an d throat; w~ can see
him prepare to dril l yet another manie daughter.
We like him
less and less as he dramatizes her behaviour, as he becomes
more and more pompous and sure oi himself in the messenger's
presence.
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Notice 1'11eptune
Taming a sea-horse.

This image shows bow wickLd the Duke is.
In a very r~w words
he has told us what his attitude is towards his wife's death reckless, criminal,

NOTE:

Such blackg1Jards also itrouse fear in us.

A rich image not only compels us to vi$ualize things,
people , e~encs etc., 1t a!so compels us to feel_apd
to .!_hink_, depending on whether we can penetrate the

£ t. l .:.:..~ i n wh i ch th i; po e t ope rat es .
3.

nm

MODHTt,lN

L10N

D.H, Lawrence (i835-1930)

tn trudu,: c ion
··----·--~hat makes poetry i• not rhym~ and meter, although these may
be present.
IL is the mc~ning and ~he intensi~e, passionate,
coil..:entratcd langu.agc in whid, it is expressl:d;
language that
also apneals to our phisical senses.
A ~oetic m~aning lies
bPne&th au experience.
Extra meanings ar~ let off like sparks
from rhe one that fitst hits you.
Nor need a poem be writtLn
in verse•
it c~n he in prose form, lines flowing into one
Hnother and punctu:lti.on and beat (or rhythm) dictated by the
sense nr tbought expresseJ.
For a piece to be a poem it needs
t.o express several ideas and feelings rtt one time,
associated
with the central idea or emotion of the poem.
The lauguage
needs cnnsuquently lo be condensed, to be intensive; there
have to be vivid word-pictures (images).
Lawrence's poetry falls in the period of modern poet~y. that is,
the paetry of the pre~ent century.
Poets began to write boih
tha kind of verse that Tennyson and Browning wrote: wellmeasured verse wich rhym~, and I.twrence's kind, which is called
" f r e e ·1 e r. s e 11 •
Th i:: p o e t r y o f t h t s l. at t ~ r c l a s s j n v e n t s n e w
combinations o! words, uses common objects and animals like
coffee spoon, cat, railuay ~ngine and aeroplane as imporcant
elflments or themes, not iust fllH-1ers, 1>(>·1utiful lad:t.P-s, l0ve,
valleys. suns~ts, etc.
The langllage of free verse 1s often
c:olloquial~ s1jch as you c.:-in hnar sp,>ken .
Look at Co1~ridge 1 s
1
11
Kubl~ Kh,111 ' (l.9th .::c.ntury·1, linr·s(6 - ll)

Su twice five miles of f~rtile grounA
With walll> ur,d tO\H·, rs wen! gi'l:'dled r()und:
And here were gardens bright with sinuous ~illq,

blossomed maeyen inc~nse-bearin~ tree)
And here vure forests ancie~t a& the hills,
E,folding sunny spots of greenery.

~~er~

The order of the words is not cclloquial, nor are words like,
11
u g i c d 1 e d" ( i n th i s cont e :x t ) , "s i nu o vs
incense - be ri r i n g 11 , or
j

phrai::~~s like "twie:e five mll!?.s", "forests ,'!nc:ient as the hills 11 ,
tisonny spots of greenery'', "a wani.ng moou •.•... haunted by
wom~n. waillng for her temon-lover".

took again at Tennyson's "The LAdy of Sh ..1lott 11

-

line 1:
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On either side the river lie
Long fields of barley and of rye.
A colloquial prose version of this could be ''You can see

extensive rye-and·~barley fi"e lds on. either. side of t:he river".
The 19th century po&t had to make a special effort to make lines
and p h rases sound "poetic", he had to stick to t:he way his
predecessors had done it.
Today the poets tend to devise
their own way of saying things, even though they · may observe
meter.
Not all noets write free verse.
But even those who
observe meter do ~ot take their word combinations from .
tradition .
They invent their own.
Lawrence writes itr his·
poem:
"Dark grc,;_, the. spruce !:cees, blue is the ba l sam 0 wi_th
a word order · that could have come from the 19th cc:ntury or

e a rlier .
But i .t is because he wants to emphasize the idea 6f
"dark" and thnt of ablue".
And then he moves :into colloquial
language (diction).

The speaker a n d someone else meet two Mexicans in the Lobo
canyon (pres~mably in Mexico where Lawrence spent some time).
The sno~ liei thick, especially in the mountains, where they
meet,
One Mexican is carrying a yellow animal of the cat
family:
a mountain lion (also called a Eougar in America). I~
is dead, having fallen foul of their trap.
Lawrence is toucbed
by the sight of a dead animal:
he talks about it in the way a
person mourning the loss of a dear person will do - repeating

himself:

l ines 26-31~

Lift up heT fa c e,
Her round bright facet bright as frost,

Her round, fiue-fashioned head,
with tvo dead ears.
H.e rep1:;ats

''brilliant' frost", !lfac.e"s- "dark", ''fine".

Only a modern poet can imagine the face of a dead animal being
as .t r o s t.
T r y to t h i n k of "b r i. g h t II as re f er r i n g to
11
" p u re'',
:i nnoc-entu.
The simile 11 as frostr• also refers to an
1
element of na£ure s creation, like the lion,
Again, the face
may be covered with snow .
Although the eyes are dead, they are
"beautiful;t.
It is a der.cription common -in modern pnetry, where
things ar.e put t.:>gether that are not u sually associated.
They
are combined in one idea .
"Two dead ears 11 is also au im<lge
that suits the twentieth century way of ~ercelving.
Lawrence
obviously sees beauty in the ears of a mountain lion.
When
i t is a dead lion 1 the. be~uty is gone, "dead ears" thus emphasize the stiffness of a carcase, its usele s sness, its humiliation.
·
b r i gh t

Be,cause of the depth of a can.yon, it is dark (" t he glo1nn of,.
Lobo a) the ascent is steep and dattr;e rous.
The lion will neveT
again l eaµ up those " b lood-orange b:rilUa:at t·ocks".

The main point of the poem is summed up in the lnst stanza.
This is an empty world:
a vorld of machines which has lost
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the love of nature, and where the love of riches has taken the
place of worthier aims and objectives.
A million or two human
beings may go and never be missed.
But one beautiful mountain
lion gone leaves a visible gap.
To the African, lines 50-54 must sound sentimental.
And rightly so.
Europeans, especially those in the big cities (Lawrence
himself came from a coal-mining area) are highly sentimental
about wild animals~ wild nature generally, and domestic pets.
Largely because they represent a world that city-life has removed
them from.
They tend to see industrial life as empty, leadini
nowhere, and they can be seen taking off to the forest and
mountains and valleys to seek something they have lost in themselves.
To imply that the death of a mountain lion is more
serious than that of a million or two humans is a thought that
would hardly enter an . African's mind.
It sounds silly.
The langua~e of the poem.
The poem proper begins with short vi~id lines:
/Men! •••• 11

"Men! /Two men!.

It continues with prose lines:
They hesitate.

We hesitate.
They have a gun.
We have no gun.

Then we all advance to meet ••.••••
When the speaker·'s eyes shift to the dead lion, the language
becomes intensive:
"A long, long slim cat, yellow like a
lioness./Dead. 11 Even more intensive

Lift up her face,
Her ~ound bright face, bright as frost.
Her round, fine-fashioned head, with two dead
ears;
And stripes in the brilliant frost of her face;
sharp, fine dark rays,
Dark, keen fine eyes in the brilliant frost of
her face.
Beautiful dead eyes.
"Two dead ea-rs .•• , • Beautiful dead eyes. 11
These phrases bring
home to us a sense of loss.
But they also indicate that ·although we may say "goodbye" to beauty when death has struck,
beauty will still linger when death has taken over.
Because
we remember ••...••
Throughout the poet wants us t o ~ with our mind's eye the
kind of place the canyon is, hence the details:
'
A hole in the blood-orange brilliant rocks

that stick up, a little cave.
And bones, and twigs, and a perilous ascent.
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Lawrence loves the scene:
his descriptive wo-rds "blood orange
brilliant", even the "da1·k valley-mouth", the "dim of the desert,
like a dream 1· , '' the ice of the mountains of Picoris",
The
desert looks unreal because it lies close to snow-covered mount a i n s , and h e i s view i n g it· from ::i di s t an c e •
We can interpret the poet's feeling from his way of pres~ntin~
and describing objects.
He makes us visualize them.
Remember
the .concrete objects in Tennyson's "The Lady of Sha.Iott".

Browning's "My Last Duchess" relies more on the a_ction than on
a crow~ of visual effects, although these are not wanting:
the
wrist, the mantle, the blush, the tbroat, cherries, Neptune and
the sea-horse.
But there is less dramatic movement· in the
"Sha.lott" poem.
Tennyson pauses long moments
to create an
atmosphere of splendour.
We can interpret his feelings from
his presentation.
Browning uses dramatic action to reveal his
attitude to evil.
4.

THE

EXPRESS

Stephen Spender (1909-

)

Introduction
The essence of what we said in the introduction to D.H. Lawrence's
"The Mountain _L ion" applies to Spender's poem.
The express t rain
is described in vivid images of things that are quite familiar to
us.
Even though we may never have seen an express train before,
it should not be difficult to imagine one.
Remember this
always:
a poet - any poet - usually pick~ out an experience,
his or someone else's, or a~ experience compels him to explore
it.
It may be an .emotional or mental experie nce or one that
happens physically.
It moves him.
He begins to relate it
to other experiences or events or action.
He realizes that this
relationship means something more than the original experienc, .
He sets · out to search for the meaning.
Other meanings may
develop later ouc of this, perhaps mean ings that he did not
realize when he wrote'the poem,
He writes the poem to express
his feelings about the experience and the possibl e meaning he
wants to discover or has discovered.
He must feel passionately about his aub ject/experience.
So he
arranges the o~jects in~o intensive images that will make us
visualize what he is presenting, that we may even be reminde~ of
the smell, the touch, the taste, the sound of things.
All the
time he is doing this in order to make us grasp the relationship
between things, pe ople, events, emotions, thoughts, to explore
the de~per meaning of these relationships.
The meaningis he
arrives at will also largely depend on the community he is living
in and its culture.
His readers will understand him best if
they share his culture, or vice versa.
Those outside his culture, like Africans outside the Englishman's or American's culture~ have to read and study the puthor's culture to be able to
grasp him.
Often, because the white .man brought things to .•
Africa like trains, aeroplanes, bioycles and so on, there may be
common ground between the African reader and the English poet
that is readily understood without previous reading outside a
poem.
But there still remains a great deal of English culture
that is visible only on the surface and about which we need to
inform ourselves better.
Especially in the cast of the litera-
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ture of past centuries, like Tennyson's, Browning's and that of
their oredecesso.s.
Mhat is the poem abou£?
Stephen Spender's 11 The Express" deals with a familiar subject.
The train puffs out steam, makes a lot of other noises as if to
summon up the power to push it out of the station.
This is its
"manifesto" - which is Spender's metaphor suggesting a public
statement.
Like the kind a political party makes to declare its
aims, ideals, what it hopes co nchieve.
It is n black statement
because the engine is black.
The noises and th~ ~team from the
engine seem to be publicly declaring what che train stands for,
where it is going from he~e.
We can see the powerful pistons
move.
She (the poet rhinks of the train as feminine) glides
out of the statio~.
She is noc going to bow to the houses she
passes, the way a queen does when she passes crowds.
She seems
unconcerned~ but she i.s under control.
She passes the houses,
the cemetery.
Spender uses another metaphor fur this: "the
he a.,, y page o f de~ th " - to " u g g e s t the w r i t in g on the grave s ton e.s .

She is in open country, gathering speed.
She looks mysterious
to the observer as she giides on, i.e.she seems to be something
other than a tr~in.
Sure of herself and under control, she
looks like a ship on an ocean.
The EKpress whistles, from low
to high key.
Then she screams round curves9 as if she were
crazy like a jazzman whose instrument expresses wild emotions,
which often arise spontaneously as he plays, unrehcarGed.
It
resounds with R deafening noise through tunnels; her brakes and
bolts add to the noise.
The speed gives the impression that the Express is light underne~th, even aerial, like a flying object.
The wheels rattle
happily, maintaining a somewhat regular beat.
Again the poet
uses a iiletapho1· - "metal 1 andsca.pe" - to present. a picturE! of .
the continuous rail tracks.
This also means that the rail tracks
dominate the landscap~;
nothing else moves on them , so they are
all the landscape.
She looks wildly happy.
If you are a
passenger, objects on the surrounding landscape seem to take on
new and strange shapes; curves $eem broader; the parallel tracks
are clean, like polished steel guns.
She represents the
express trains that go farther than Rome or Edinburgh, beyond
the horizon {crest of the world).
Night comes upon her as she
glides like a flaming comet across che sky.
And yet the ease
with which she moves gives her the appearance of someone in a
daze, in a trance.
A perRon in a trance does not · know where he
is going, what is propelling him; he merely stares in front of
him, not in control of his senses.
So the Express moves.
She
moves to her own music:
the wheels.-the whistle, the air she
pushes through, the glide - all these make her music.
No birdsong can match hers.
Even if you imagined a bough loaded wich
honey buds, such sweetness could not equal the loveliness, the
grace of the train's movement.
.•
Note that: Spender. uses "1nusic 11 in -a· tyr-,ical poetic sense.
Thus
it does not mean only that which we can literally hear wi th our
ears.
A poet might speak of the music of the stars, the
music of an aeropiane, the music of the mountains and valleys,
the music of a woman's graceful walk, the music of the long
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long road, the music of the veld, the music of the traffic, etc.
You may or may not hear sucb music.

It q{mply compares the

beauty, the ~ffect some~hing has on you with the sound and
•complexity of music.
The langua$e of the poeru
The language throughout is meant to present a picture of something
powerful, moving on its oun steam, and taking on the qualities of
a human being.
"The bla~l: statement of pisto~1s 11 refers to the
unfaltering, decisive mov~roent of pistons.
The engine is black,
and 11 black stac~menti; ccmbin.es the visi.blE- colour with the
abstract idea of statement» for intensity.
Now it is a train~
with a whistle screaming through tunoels, with squeaking brakes,
innumerable bolts, wheels that ~rind on iron tracks (lines).

Another time sh~ becomes a kind of mystery, because we become
aware only of its motion out there on open country.

She moves

as if in a trance, as if driven by some unseen power.
The vivid images here are :
a ~owcrful pl&in manifesto; g\iding like a queen;
she passe.s houses which humbly crowd outside;

the elate meter of her wheels; she reaches night ·
(as if she alone h9P been moving and night were
static);
she moves entranced; wrapt in her music
no bird song •..•• shall ever equal.
In these images vivid word-pictures crowd in our minds:
the
puffing of steam, strong pistons, gliding majestic motion of the
tiaiti contrasted with the humble houses she passes; wheels
rattling, whistle blowing crazily as if it were full of emotion,
like 'jazz music;
the open landscape, the music she makes;
the
lively, joyful turning of the wheels.
This is lansuege inten~ively used.
In another sense, the
l~nguage suits the body, shape, length, weight, movement of the
train.
Look at the number of words that by their length (more
than one syllable) and sound suit the weight and length of the
train; .-e_owE':!rfui manife.::to;
stat2ment of pi~to?s; _gli£in~;
unc0n,:ern; ~-!~~~~;
screaming; _deatening tunn~ls;
t' able. boil ts;
l"!le ta 1 _1 apd s:;:~_;
entranced, etc.

!EE-~~~~

Spender has ob~iously been struck by the movement of an express
train.
Re writes the poem to express this feeling.
The language he uses clearly shows how mnch he udmires the train:
it
is something like a praise poem.

,•

